of very special beers & ciders

Watch this space ……

Our aim is to continue along this path and introduce an ever increasing number of the
very best of British Ales and Ciders to as many discerning consumers we can find in
our main target markets of Asia and Latin America.

Our purpose is to seek relationships with local importers and distributors in each
market and build links with UK brewers and cider makers so as to facilitate trade
through constant personal visits, trade missions, beer and cider festivals, inward
missions, logistics and as much marketing support as we can think of!

Over the years we have worked with some of the UK’s most famous of British beer and
cider brands, in both the traditional and craft sectors ……… and we have loved them
all!
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Proper Job is an authentic IPA brewed with
Cornish spring water and malt made from a
blend of malts including Cornish grown Maris
Otter barley.

PROPER JOB - CORNISH IPA

Korev Cornish Lager is crafted in St Austell and
bottled in amber glassed to protect the freshness, Korev has a wonderful pale colour and a
clean, crisp taste.

KOREV - CORNISH LAGER

Tribute, our quality Cornish pale ale is light,
hoppy and zesty. Brewed with specially grown
Cornish malt, it’s the perfect accompaniment to
chicken, gammon or fish.

TRIBUTE - CORNISH PALE ALE

Founded in 1851 by Cornishman Walter Hicks,
today St Austell Brewery remains 100%
independent and family owned. The brewery in St
Austell produces many of the region’s most
popular beers for sale in pubs, bars and supermarkets in Cornwall, Devon, across the UK and
also overseas.
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HOBGOBLIN - RUBY BEER
Traditionally craft brewed with Chocolate & Crystal malts and
a blend of Styrian, Goldings & Fuggles hops to produce a
full-bodied, ruby beer.

Pedigree has a fascinating aroma. Palate of biscuity malt, spicy hops and
light fruitiness.

+44 (0)2476 584914

PEDIGREE - ABMBER ALE

www.uktoasa.co.uk
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A punchy West Coast IPA brewed with five top
hops - Columbus, Simcoe, Citra, Amarillo and
Centennial. Pale amber in colour with a light
malty base and powerful citrus hop aromas
and flavours.

INCEPTION - IPA

+44 (0)2476 584914

A hugely drinkable Session IPA, pale gold in
colour, with tropical fruit flavours and a light
bitterness. Best Friend is a brewed with two
of our favourite hops Simcoe and Cascade.

Brewed with four hops from New Zealand and
Australia. Thrillseeker is a New World Pale
Ale with gooseberry and passionfruit flavours
and a moreish, biting bitterness.

www.uktoasa.co.uk

BEST FRIEND - IPA

THRILL SEEKER - PALE

Founded in 1993, Oakham Ales is one of the most respected names in craft
brewing with a worldwide reputation for its innovative approach and for the
quality and consistency of its brews.

+44 (0)2476 584914

SPA - PALE ALE
In 78 AD the Roman Empire reached and
settled Buxton. They enjoyed the warm Spa
waters that rise in the town. This beer
celebrates the Spa of Buxton.

AXE EDGE - INDIAN PALE ALE

This award winning strong India Pale Ale is
full flavoured and has a beautiful hoppy
aroma with a stunning blend of European,
North American and New Zeland varieties.
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Kellerbier is Buxton Breweries edition of the
timeless German style of beer, brewed to
celebrate the opening of Cellar Bar.

KELLERBIER - GERMAN PILSNER

Buxton Brewery’s first ever brew was mashed-in on a cold dark, January 1st 2009.
The brewhouse was the family garage and the batch size was about 40 litres.
Fast-forward 9 years and the team, which has steadily grown to be 11 strong is
now based in a 7000 square foot modern building on Staden Lane, Buxton.

www.uktoasa.co.uk
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Whitstable Bay Pale Ale is designed to suit all
palates and offer a light, refreshing taste. The
sweet maltiness balances perfectly with the
fresh pine notes provided by the hops added
late in the process, to offer a light-coloured,
thirst-quenching ale.

WHITSTABLE BAY - PALE ALE

A true classic, Spitfire Amber is the head of
the Spitfire family and a true taste of Kent. It
is brewed using 100% Kentish hops, the
finest malt and water drawn from a well deep
beneath Shepherd Neame’s Faversham
brewery.

SPITFIRE - AMBER ALE

Fashioned on a firm, fruity foundation of
Crystal malt, this rich, ruby-coloured Kent
classic belies its burly appearance with a
complexity of flavour.

BISHOPS FINGER - RUBY ALE

+44 (0)2476 584914

Finest English Flagon barley, Goldings and
Challenger hops deliver balanced flavours of
crisp malt and subtle hop, with a delicate
pear drop aroma.

A uniquely sweet and spicy golden ale with a
refreshingly different ginger taste, offset
with hints of sweet toffee.

Crystal and chocolate malts provide a
full-bodied taste with sweet, complex
flavours of damson and liquorice.
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TANGLE FOOT - GOLDEN ALE

BLANDFORD FLY - GOLDEN ALE

CRANBORNE POACHER - RUBY ALE

A Badger beer is more than just a beer. It’s rich in history. Deep in character. Full
of expertise. Crafted with the finest ingredients. And passionately made in our
independent, family-owned brewery.

www.uktoasa.co.uk
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West Coast style IPA, tropical citrus fruit
flavours and aroma.

WILDERNESS - IPA

+44 (0)2476 584914

Resinous Red IPA, juicy tropical fruit flavours
with a satisfying and spicy malt backbone.

Single hop showcasing Wayfarer for a fruity
softly bitter yet light refreshing summer pint.

www.uktoasa.co.uk

TALL STORIES - IPA

WAYFARER - PALE

Allendale Brewery are based in Northumberland, near the borders of Cumbria and
Durham and have been brewing real ales since 2006.

www.uktoasa.co.uk
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Blonde ale with German Brewers Gold
hops in the usual Moor Beer
quantities.

RADIANCE - IPA

Our hoppy wheat ale. Claudia will
seduce you. Californian in her hoppy
brashness. British in her infinite
drinkability.

CLAUDIA - WHEAT BEER

A very hoppy and refreshing bitter,
brewed to celebrate the revival of the
brewery, and meant to revive you
when you need it.

REVIVAL - BITTER

Moor beer inspiration comes from
living around the world and working
with different beer styles and
techniques.
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Tangerine Tart is a master of disguise.
Cuddly, juicy and zesty on the outside,
but with a sour finish that comes out
of nowhere and grabs you like a
hungry wolf.

TANGERINE TART

Café Racer is a dark roasted coffee
and vanilla porter with a hint of
danger.

CAFE RACER - PORTER

Cranachan is a traditional Scottish
dessert made from raspberries,
honey, toasted oats and cream.

CRANACHAN KILLER - PALE

Fierce Beer hail from Aberdeen. Fierce
have won a roomful of awards, have
beer all over the UK and export all
over the globe.

www.uktoasa.co.uk
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A warming aroma of incense and myrrh with
some almost cinnamon spiciness. Smokier
ash flavours follow through in the sip of this
drier porter style.

PEAT ROCK - PORTER

Part of a series where the grain bill is the
same but the hops differ in each batch to
make one hoppy session beer.

BAT OAT OF HELL - DDH

Sweet, roast malts, big coffee and chocolate
all star in this beer. Brewed with lactose to
smooth the bitterness of darker malts and
add a light creaminess to this sessionable
dark beer.

BLACK PERLE - MILK COFFEE STOUT

A new take on our classic Hit The Lights, with
Has Bean coffee beans and natural orange
peel added to the fermenter during
conditioning.

HIT THE MORNING LIGHTS - IPA

+44 (0)2476 584914
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Light and refreshing, this is a hoppy session
IPA with citrusy notes.

VELOCITY - IPA

+44 (0)2476 584914

Galaxy and Motueka hops create this juicy
Australian and New Zealand pale with a
punchy, hoppy flavour

We love this fresh and zesty citrus pale,
which we make with real orange and grapefruit zest.

www.uktoasa.co.uk

FULL TILT - PALE

ZIPWIRE - PALE

Saltaire are passionate about how they make their beer. They don’t compromise
on quality. Truly independent, they have been making internationally
award-winning beer this way since 2006.

www.uktoasa.co.uk

A modern pale ale, heavily hopped with Citra,
El Dorado and Mosaic for a juicy, peachy
flavour.

PIXEL JUICE - PALE

A juicy American Pale Ale, brewed with
Pilsner, Wheat and Dextrin malt and an
ever-changing selection of the freshest New
World hops.

KAZAN - AMERICAN PALE

A dry, refreshing Berliner Weisse style kettle
sour with lemon sherbet character from
Lactobacillus and a juicy, mango flavour from
Mosaic hops.

DETROIT SOUR CITY - DRY HOPPEN SOUR

A German Hefeweizen, brewed with Pilsner
and Wheat malt, a hint of orange, and
fermented with a classic Bavarian yeast.

THE GREAT WENT - HEFEWEIZEN

+44 (0)2476 584914
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Full flavoured American IPA, brewed with a
very simple malt bull and a few heavy handed
additions of mosaic and citra hops.

ROCKETMAN - INDIA PALE ALE

Our flagship premium strength beer, Yakima
Valley is packed full of our favourite
American hops.

YAKIMA VALLEY - AMERICAN IPA

An easy drinking pale ale, brewed with American and Australian hops. It has flavours and
aromas of mango, passionfruit and lime.

DUNNING-KRUGER - PALE ALE

Liberally hopped and highly drinkable session
India pale ale, brewed with citra, columbus,
equinox & mosaic hops for maximum flavour.

SHANGRI-LA - SESSION IPA

+44 (0)2476 584914
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A real ale enthusiast, band vocalist
Bruce Dickinson has helped develop a
beer with a true depth of character.

Malt flavours and citric notes for a
unique blend of Bobek, Goldings and
Cascade hops give this deep golden
ale a subtle hint of lemon. TROOPER
takes its name from the Iron Maiden
song which itself was inspired by the
famous Charge of the Light Brigade.

Trooper is a Premium British Beer
inspired by Iron Maiden and
handcrafted at Robinsons Brewery.

TROOPER - BEER

www.uktoasa.co.uk
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Award winning Mad Goose is a zesty pale ale
with a refreshing citrus finish, inspired by our
own fearsome feathered friend.

Award winning Pure Gold is a refreshing,
crisp and zesty golden ale, inspired by our
noisy farmyard rooster.

Bunny Hop is a beer full of inspiration,
brewed in tribute to the rabbits that nearly
knocked our founder Paul off his bike leading
to the discovery of our home, Spernall Farm,
where the Purity story began.
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MAD GOODSE - PALE ALE

PURE GOLD - GOLDEN ALE

BUNNY HOP - PALE ALE

Crafted with a conscience in the heart of the Warwickshire Countryside, each one
of Purity’s award winning beers embodies love of great beer with real character –
brewed responsibly to leave an even better taste in your mouth...

www.uktoasa.co.uk
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Bateman make their classic amber
pale ale with Lincolnshire pale and
chocolate malts.

BATEMANS XB

With no fewer than five hop varieties
in the brew, this is a belter of a blended, slow matured, pale ale – yet it’s
perfectly balanced.

SKULL & HAMMERS - PALE ALE

A malty multiple-winner of CAMRA’s
Champion Premium Beer of Britain,
Bateman’s much loved XXXB is what
you’d call an English tawny beer.

XXXB - PALE ALE

Batemans Brewery has been passed
down through four generations of our
family, and along with it a passion
that’s never abated.
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This Avon IPA uses a blend of American and
Worcester hops to achieve the perfect
balance between stone fruit, citrus and spicy
hop aromas with bitter notes.

Rare Breed is the result of Adam Henson’s
dedication to sustainable farming and a
passion for characterful, artisanal beer.

The beer that changed everything. The first
brew we perfected, the beer that made our
name with its distinctive bitter, clean and
refreshingly dry flavour
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GORAM - PALE ALE

RARE BREED - PALE ALE

ORIGINAL - BEER

“Call us single minded, or even obsessed, but all we care about is making a great
pint. From the first sip to the last drop, you can always trust a Butcombe pint.”

www.uktoasa.co.uk
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The ultimate strong ale with rich and fruity
flavours, Old Original is a classic.

OLD ORIGINAL - RUBY ALE

+44 (0)2476 584914

A local favourite, Tiger is a perfectly
balanced beer with carefully selected British
hops and premium Maris Otter malt.

Lightly hopped and moreish, Beacon Hill is
the perfect pint to enjoy when taking in the
views.

www.uktoasa.co.uk

TIGER - COPPER ALE

BEACON HILL - AMBER ALE

Lighthouse is a light, thirst quenching,
continental style lager. It's packed
with flavour and comes in at 4.5%.
You will find Lighthouse a change to
the clean style lagers as it offers a
gentle but unmissable hoppiness of
Saaz and Bobek.

LIGHTHOUSE

Gower Gold is a thirst quenching
golden ale. It has refreshing citrus
flavours and the lovely aroma of the
cascade hops.

GOWER GOLD - GOLDEN ALE

Gower Power, like all of our ales is
brewed using traditionally floor
malted barley. To balance the powerful alcohol content, this beer is
endowed with a good dollop of quality
hole hops.

GOWER POWER

www.uktoasa.co.uk
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A cider rich in tradition and rich in flavour.
Made with 100% fresh apple juice. Available
in Original & English Berry.

Light, crisp and dry, this truly old fashioned
cloudy cider is slowly matured and left
unfiltered.

A refreshing medium-dry sparkling cider that
is bursting with the delicious flavour of crisp
cider apples
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MORTIMERS ORCHARD - CIDER

OLD ROSIE - CIDER

STOWFORD PRESS

“At Westons Cider everything we are goes into everything we make and for over
135 years we have been putting our passion, pride and expertise into every drop
of our award winning ciders.”

www.uktoasa.co.uk
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Thatchers Haze is a cloudy premium cider
bursting with apple flavour. Crafted with
Discovery, Falstaff, Gala and Jonagold eating
apples to create its crisp sweet finish.

THATCHERS HAZE - CIDER

+44 (0)2476 584914

A medium dry golden cider, with a smooth
and refreshing taste. Crafted from a blend of
our favourite apples including Dabinett,
Porters Perfection and Harry Masters Jersey.

THATCHERS GOLD - CIDER

www.uktoasa.co.uk

Thatchers Rosé is made with a blend of
naturally sweet, rosy-red dessert apples
including Pink Lady, Fuji and Gala to create a
deliciously sparkling cider bursting with
fruity apple flavours.

THATCHERS ROSE - CIDER

+44 (0)2476 584914

BLACK FOX - ORGANIC CIDER
Black Fox is hand crafted with up to 14
different, carefully blended cider apple
varieties to deliver a deliciously rounded
cider with a lively, tangy finish and light
honey hues.

DRY ORGANIC CIDER

Dry by name and Dry by nature, this cider is
on for the more adventurous enthusiast,
Hand crafted with up to 14 carefully blended
cider apple varieties with lower levels of
sweetness.

Premium by name and Premium by nature,
our premium reserve cider uses champagne
yeast and champagne esque levels of carbonation to further accentuate the rich apple
flavours and aromas.
23

ORGANIC PREMIUM RESERVE CIDER

“For nearly forty years we have been making premium organic cider and perry
crafted in artisan spirit and vision. Using distinctive flavoured cider apples and
perry pears we hand blend the juices using skills and techniques lost over time to
the advances and pressures of mass production.”

www.uktoasa.co.uk
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This gives us a truer flavour and
makes our cider as English as
week-long cricket games, the
Royal family and the great
eccentrics who inspired our
cider!

At Benson’s we believe that the
journey from orchard to glass
should be as short and straightforward as possible. That’s why
we have developed this
delicious cider with real raspberry juice and cider apples. All
of which were all grown within
50 miles of the press they’re
juiced in.

BENSONS RASPBERRY & LIME
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Sparkling and refreshing, Hogan’s
perry is delightfully light and smooth
with a wine-like complexity.

HOGAN’S VINTAGE PERRY

This award winning, naturally medium
sweetness cider is a sparkling and
refreshing session drink… golden,
aromatic and lively with caramel,
butterscotch and dried fruit aromas.

HOGAN’S MEDIUM - CIDER

A challenging, full bodied and
properly dry cider; golden in colour
with punchy, smokey and peaty notes
that give an earthiness so wonderfully
reminiscent of our rural surroundings.

HOGAN’S DRY - CIDER
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Pearson’s Medium Dry Cider (6.1%) is
a clear, lightly sparkling intensely
appley cider. It is made from 100%
fresh pressed juice using only vintage
quality bittersweet cider apples.

PEARSON’S MEDIUM DRY - CIDER

Pearson’s Medium Cider is a lightly
sparkling, intensely appley clear
cider. It has a light fruity aroma and
great balance between sweetness,
acidity and tannins. It is made from
100% fresh pressed juice using only
cider apples.

PEARSON’S MEDIUM - CIDER

Pearson’s Dry Cider is a clear, lightly
sparkling cider. It gets its distinctive
‘bite’ from the Redstreaks, while the
vintage quality of Harry Master’s &
Yarlington Mill give it a rounded, well
balanced finish.

PEARSON’S DRY - CIDER
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Traditional apple cider with summer
berries. Refreshing, clean & 100%
natural

BERRY - CIDER

Bright, medium traditional perry.
Perfectly balanced, perfectly smooth.

PERRY - CIDER

Traditional cider made with crisp red
apple. Medium sweetness with
Summer fruit notes

ROSE - CIDER

Fresh, clean and crisp apple aroma
Balanced Medium dry “appley” taste.

APPLE - CIDER

All their apple ciders are sourced from
a 200 acre cider farm in Herefordshire, crafted from 100% traditional
cider apple varieties.

"Five Bridges" was created to deliver
pure, smooth craft cider. Authentic,
but never challenging.

www.uktoasa.co.uk
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TRY OUT SOME
OF OUR BEST
GINS AND RUMS
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UK TO ASIA AND SOUTH AMERICA, LAKE VIEW HOUSE, WILTON DRIVE
TOURNAMENT FIELDS, WARWICK, CV34 6RG
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MAKE SURE TO CHECK OUT OUR SPECIAL SELECTION OF BEERS & CIDERS

UK TO ASIA AND SOUTH AMERICA,
LAKE VIEW HOUSE
WILTON DRIVE
TOURNAMENT FIELDS
WARWICK
CV34 6RG
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